FULLY REVERSIBLE WINDOW
For projects that need easy cleaning
Achieves A+ rating requirements

Assure Rating Register
VEKA®
A GREAT SOLUTION FOR EASY CLEANING ACCESS

Traditionally fully reversible windows were thought to be the ideal solution in high rise buildings and flats as they were practical for cleaning and maintenance. Today the benefits are being used in a much broader scale and that includes ground floor applications.

The VEKA UK Group have pioneered the design and manufacture of window and door systems for over 30 years. With a continual investment in the profile systems it is now one of the most technically advanced on the market. A 10 year guarantee on all products, gives the added confidence that once fitted VEKA products will last for many years. Just a few of the many reasons VEKA is now one of the most specified uPVC systems in the world.

Why choose fully reversible windows?

Performs in severe weather conditions
Designed to withstand the most severe weather conditions, these windows can withstand winds of over 140mph.

A much safer choice
With a unique operation and built in restrictors, to ensure the opening size is safely restricted.

Ease of cleaning and maintenance
These windows are great for flats but just as practical used in any home or property as they let in so much light. With a 180 degree reversible action they are ideal for applications where windows need to be cleaned from the inside.

During operation the sash turns outside the property ensuring it doesn’t restrict internal furnishings.

Our fully reversible windows adhere to all UK, Scotland and Northern Ireland building regulations.

Design
- The VEKA fully reversible window system is fully integrated within the existing matrix 70mm suite.
- Designed to severe weather rating to withstand in excess of 2,400 Pascals (equivalent to 140mph wind speed).
- Flush sash gives concealed interior seal & exterior bevel feature.

Glazing
- A great range of glazing options and all windows can be glazed to your exact requirements.

Fittings
- The hinge mechanism allows the opening sash to be safely locked into place whilst allowing for good ventilation.
- We have a great range of hardware that will stand the test of time and properties. Available in white, bright chrome, satin chrome, bright bronze, graphite grey, gold and antique black, all supplied with a 10 year guarantee.

Colours
- VEKA offer a fantastic range of plain colours and woodgrains to offer individual solutions to suit all tastes.
- Foils can be applied to one side or two and different colours can even be specified for the inside and out.

For more information on the Energy Ratings Register, visit www.assurewindowsanddoors.com
WHY CHOOSE FULLY REVERSIBLE WINDOWS?

Perfect for flats...
180 degree reversible action, easy to clean

Much more energy efficient...
Achieving up to A+ WER

Simple to use and great ventilation...
with restrictors for safety

Performs in severe weather conditions...
withstanding winds of up to 140 mph

Supplied and fitted...
by your local, reputable installer